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Abstract Intensive livestock production might have a negative environmental
impact, by producing large amounts of animal manure, which, if not properly
managed, can contaminate nearby water bodies with nutrient excess. However,
if animal manure is exported to nearby crop fields, to be used as organic fertil-
izer, pollution can be mitigated. It is a single-objective optimization problem,
in regards to finding the best solution for the logistics process of satisfying nu-
trient needs of crops by means of livestock manure. This paper proposes three
different approaches to solve the problem: a centralized optimal algorithm
(COA), a decentralized nature-inspired cooperative technique, based on the
foraging behaviour of ants (AIA), as well as a naive neighbour-based method
(NBS), which constitutes the existing practice used today in an ad hoc, unco-
ordinated manner in Catalonia. Results show that the COA approach is 8.5%
more efficient than the AIA. However, the AIA approach is fairer to the farmers
and more balanced in terms of average transportation distances that need to
be covered by each livestock farmer, while it is 1.07 times more efficient than
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the NBS. Our work constitutes the first application of a decentralized AIA
to this interesting real-world problem, in a domain where swarm intelligence
methods are still under-exploited.

Keywords Animal Manure · Livestock farming · Environmental Impact ·
Logistic Problem · Optimization · Nature-Inspired · Ant behaviour

1 Introduction1

The central role of the agricultural sector is to provide adequate and high-2

quality food to an increasing human population, which is expected to be in-3

creased by more than 30% by 2050 (Food and Agriculture Organization of the4

United Nations, 2009). This means that a significant increase in food produc-5

tion must be achieved. Because of its importance and relevance, agriculture6

is a major focus of policy agendas worldwide. Agriculture is considered as7

an important contributor to the deterioration of soil, water contamination, as8

well as air pollution and climate change (Bruinsma, 2003; Vu et al., 2007).9

Intensive agriculture has been linked to excessive accumulation of soil con-10

taminants (Teira-Esmatges and Flotats, 2003), and significant groundwater11

pollution with nitrates (Stoate et al., 2009; Garnier et al., 1998).12

In particular, intensive livestock farming could have severe negative envi-13

ronmental effects (Heinrich-Böll-Stiftung et al., 2014). Livestock farms produce14

large amounts of animal manure, which, if not properly managed, can contam-15

inate nearby underground and aboveground water bodies (Cheng et al., 2007;16

Infascelli et al., 2010; Vu et al., 2007). The autonomous community of Catalo-17

nia, located at the north-east part of Spain near the borders with France (see18

Figure 1), is facing this challenge, as livestock farming, mainly swine, has con-19

tributed to the pollution of the physical environment of the area during the last20

decades (Kamilaris et al., 2017). The high density of livestock in some areas,21

linked to insufficient accessible arable land, has resulted in severe groundwater22
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Fig. 1 Geographical map of Catalonia, Spain.

pollution with nitrates (Nitrate Directive, 1991). Catalonia is one of the Eu-23

ropean regions with the highest livestock density1, with reported numbers of24

around 7M pigs, 1M cattle and 32M poultry in a geographical area of 32,10825

km2.26

If handled and distributed properly, manure can be applied as organic fer-27

tilizer in crop fields that produce different types of fruits and cereals, nuts28

and vegetables. In this way, the potential contamination of soil and water cre-29

ated by animal manure could be mitigated (He and Shi, 1998; Teira-Esmatges30

and Flotats, 2003; Paudel et al., 2009), while a positive effect on soil acidity31

and nutrient availability is possible (Whalen et al., 2000). Hence, if the ani-32

mal manure is efficiently exported at specific seasons of the year to nearby or33

distant crop fields, manure can eventually become a valuable resource rather34

than waste (Keplinger and Hauck, 2006; Teenstra et al., 2014; Oenema et al.,35

2007). To achieve this aim in an optimal manner, the costs of transporting36

large quantities of manure must be taken into account as a limiting factor in37

the process of nutrients’ transfer from livestock farms to agricultural fields.38

This paper proposes two methods to solve the issue of transporting ma-39

nure from livestock farms to crop fields, to be used as fertilizer in the territory40

1 According to the agricultural statistics for 2016, provided by the Ministry of Agriculture,
Government of Catalonia.
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of Catalonia. The first one is a centralized approach, based on an adapted41

version of the Dijkstra’s algorithm for finding shortest paths together with42

origin-destination cost matrices (Dijkstra et al., 1959). The second one is a43

decentralized approach, motivated by the synergistic behaviour of ants at the44

task of depositing pheromone near food sources, in order to attract more ants45

to follow their trajectory. This task is foraging, which is achieved by follow-46

ing pheromone trails, and depositing more pheromone on trails during their47

traversal. This task creates in a synergistic way promising paths in terms of48

discovering food (Bonabeau et al., 1999; Garnier et al., 2007; Paredes-Belmar49

et al., 2017). Intuitively, it can be applied in the context for discovering crop50

farms in need of fertilizer, similar to the way it has been applied in the past51

to solve a milk collection problem (Paredes-Belmar et al., 2017).52

Our contribution in this paper is two-fold: on the one hand, we have solved53

the problem of transferring animal manure in both centralized and decentral-54

ized ways, addressing some limitations of related work (see Section 2). On the55

other hand, we have proposed and developed a decentralized, nature-inspired56

technique for a domain (i.e. smart agriculture) where swarm intelligence meth-57

ods are still under-exploited, although there is a growing research interest from58

a computational science perspective (Kamilaris, 2018). It is the first attempt59

to use an ant-inspired algorithm (AIA) for this particular and challenging60

real-world problem.61

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes related62

work on manure management based on geospatial analysis and on ant-inspired63

applications in agriculture, while Section 3 presents our methodology regarding64

a centralized optimal algorithm (COA), an ant-inspired modelling approach65

(AIA), as well as a neighbour-based method (NBS). The NBS method consti-66

tutes the existing practice used today in an ad hoc, uncoordinated manner in67

Catalonia (Teira-Esmatges et al., 1999; Flotats et al., 2009). Section 4 analyzes68
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the overall findings after applying the proposed methods in the Catalonian con-69

text, and Section 5 discusses the results and comments on the perspectives of70

this research. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper and lists future work.71

2 Related Work72

Related work involves two main research areas: manure management based73

on geospatial analysis, facilitated by Geographical Information Systems (GIS)74

(Kamilaris and Ostermann, 2018), as well as applications of ant-inspired tech-75

niques in agriculture, facilitated by ant colony optimization (ACO) (Dorigo76

et al., 1996; Dorigo and Gambardella, 1997). Less relevant work is about net-77

work flow solutions applied to other agricultural problems, such as dealing with78

transportation of live animals to slaughterhouses (Oppen and Løkketangen,79

2008), the routing of vehicles for optimized livestock feed distribution (Kandiller80

et al., 2017) or for biomass transportation (Gracia et al., 2014) etc. Related81

work in the two main research areas mentioned above is presented below.82

2.1 Transport of Manure for Nutrient Use83

The idea of transporting surplus manure beyond individual farms for nutrient84

utilization was proposed in (He and Shi, 1998), focusing on animal manure dis-85

tribution in Michigan. Teira-Esmatges and Flotats (2003) proposed a method-86

ology to apply manure at a regional and municipal scale in an agronomically87

correct way, i.e. by balancing manure distribution to certain crops, based on88

territorial nitrogen needs and also based on predictions of future needs and89

availability considering changes in land use. ValorE (Acutis et al., 2014) is a90

GIS-based decision support system for livestock manure management, with91

a small case study performed at municipality level in the Lombardy region,92

northern Italy, indicating the feasibility of manure transfer.93
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Other researchers proposed approaches to select sites for safe application94

of animal manure as fertilizer to agricultural land. Site suitability maps have95

been created using a GIS-based model in the Netherlands (Van Lanen and96

Wopereis, 1992) and in Queensland, Australia (Basnet et al., 2001). Van La-97

nen and Wopereis (1992) found that 40% to 60% of Dutch rural land was98

found suitable for slurry injection. Basnet et al. (2001) presented a method99

of selecting sites for the safe application of animal waste as fertiliser to agri-100

cultural land, concluding that 16% of the area under study was suitable for101

animal manure application.102

A minimum cost spatial GIS-based model for the transportation of dairy103

manure was proposed in (Paudel et al., 2009). The model incorporated land104

use types, locations of dairy farms and farmlands, road networks, and dis-105

tances from each dairy farm to receiving farmlands, to identify dairy manure106

transportation routes that minimize costs relative to environmental and eco-107

nomic constraints. Finally, an application of ACO to solve the milk blending108

problem with collection points, determining where the collection points should109

be located and which milk producers would be allocated to them for delivery110

is described in (Paredes-Belmar et al., 2017).111

2.2 Ant-Inspired Techniques in Agriculture112

Not much research has been done in applying ant-inspired techniques in agri-113

culture. Few approaches dealing with the application of ACO in agricultural114

problems have been recorded. ACO is a probabilistic technique in which arti-115

ficial ants (i.e. simulation agents) locate optimal solutions by moving through116

a parameter space representing all possible solutions. ACO generally works by117

searching for optimal paths in a graph, based on the behaviour of ants seeking118

a path between their colony and sources of food. We note that ACO is different119
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than the ant-inspired technique applied to this paper (see Section 3.4), due to120

the fact that the agents/ants in our context need to seek multiple paths, in a121

probabilistic travelling salesman manner.122

Paredes-Belmar et al. (2017) applied ACO to solve the milk blending prob-123

lem described in the previous section. Optimal land allocation was investigated124

in (Liu et al., 2012), where the ants represented candidate solutions for differ-125

ent types of land use allocation. Li et al. (2010) used an ACO algorithm for126

feature selection in a weed recognition problem. Optimization of field coverage127

plans for harvesting operations was performed by means of ACO (Bakhtiari128

et al., 2013). Finally, ACO was used for feature selection and classification of129

hyperspectral remote sensing images (Zhou et al., 2009), an operation highly130

relevant to agriculture.131

2.3 Assumptions in Related Work132

The aforementioned related work, presented in Section 2.1. has adopted various133

assumptions:134

– aggregating geographical areas at county-level (He and Shi, 1998);135

– selecting generally suitable sites (i.e. crop and pasture areas) to apply an-136

imal manure (Van Lanen and Wopereis, 1992; Basnet et al., 2001);137

– not considering transportation distances between livestock and crop farms138

(He and Shi, 1998; Teira-Esmatges and Flotats, 2003);139

– not calculating the particular needs of crop fields in nitrogen that depend140

on the land area and the type of the crop (Basnet et al., 2001; Paudel et al.,141

2009);142

– not including actual costs involved with the proposed solution (He and Shi,143

1998; Paudel et al., 2009; Teira-Esmatges and Flotats, 2003; Basnet et al.,144

2001);145
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– not finding a balanced, fair solution that minimizes the average distance146

that needs to be covered by the livestock farmers (all aforementioned pa-147

pers);148

– approximating the problem by means of only centralized strategies (all149

aforementioned papers).150

3 Problem Modelling and Methods Description151

The overall goal is to solve the problem of how to find an optimal and economic152

way to distribute animal manure in order to fulfil agricultural fertilization153

needs. The purpose of this section is to describe how the problem was modelled154

using the area of Catalonia as a case study (Section 3.1) and to explain how the155

objective function was defined (Section 3.2). Furthermore, this section presents156

the methods adopted to solve the problem under study. These methods are the157

centralized optimal algorithm (COA) (Section 3.3), the ant-inspired algorithm158

(AIA) (Section 3.4), as well as a method based on neighbour search (NBS)159

(Section 3.5). NBS constitutes the prevalent method currently used in the160

territory (Teira-Esmatges et al., 1999; Flotats et al., 2009), and it has been161

implemented for comparison purposes.162

3.1 Problem Modelling163

To simplify the problem, the geographical area of Catalonia has been divided164

into a two-dimensional grid, as shown in Figure 2 (left). In this way, the dis-165

tances between livestock farms (i.e. original grid cell) and crop fields (e.g.166

destination grid cell) are easier to compute, considering straight-line grid cell167

Manhattan distance as the metric to use; and not actual real distance through168

the existing transportation network. The centre of the crop field is used for169
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calculations. An approximation to real-world distances is attempted in Section170

3.2.171

Fig. 2 Division of the territory of Catalonia in cells of 1 square kilometre each (left).
Snapshot is from the area of Cambrils, Reus and Tarragona. Demonstration of livestock/crop
farms at grid cells in a dense agricultural area of the region (right). This is a zoom of the
map shown on the left. Snapshot is from the area of Reus. Livestock farms are shown as
brown circles, and crop fields as blue polygons. The majority of livestock farms raise pigs.

Each crop and livestock farm has been assigned to the grid cell where172

the farm is physically located, as depicted in Figure 2 (right). Details about173

livestock farms (i.e. animal types and census, location etc.) have been provided174

by the Ministry of Agriculture of Catalonia (Departamento de Agricultura,175

Ganadera, Pesca y Alimentacin, Generalitat de Catalua) for the year 2016,176

after signing a confidentiality agreement. Details about crop fields (i.e. crop177

type, hectares, irrigation method, location, etc.) have been downloaded from178

the website of the Ministry2, for the year 2015. For every livestock farm, the179

yearly amount of manure produced and its equivalent in nitrogen as fertilizer180

have been calculated, depending on the type and number of animals on the181

farm, based on the IPCC guidelines (TIER1) (IPCC, 2006) and the work182

in (Borhan et al., 2012). Similarly, for every crop field, the yearly needs in183

nitrogen have been computed, depending on the crop type and total hectares184

of land, according to (RuralCat, 2015).185

2 Ministry of Agriculture of Catalonia. http://agricultura.gencat.cat/ca/serveis/

cartografia-sig/aplicatius-tematics-geoinformacio/sigpac/
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The estimated total nitrogen needs of crop fields (i.e. 81,960 K-tons of186

nitrogen) were lower than the availability of nitrogen from animal manure (i.e.187

116,746 K-tons of nitrogen). This surplus of nitrogen is evident in Catalonia188

and has contributed to the pollution of the physical environment during the189

last decades (Kamilaris et al., 2017). This means that the produced amount190

of manure/nitrogen from livestock agriculture has the potential to completely191

satisfy the total needs of crop farms. This would be particularly important192

in areas corresponding to the vulnerable zones defined by the nitrogen EU193

directive3.194

Summing up, the total area of Catalonia has been divided into 74,970 grid195

cells, each representing a 1 × 1 square kilometre of physical land. Every cell196

has a unique ID and (x, y) coordinates, ranging between [1, 315] for the x197

coordinate and [1, 238] for the y coordinate. For each grid cell, we are aware198

of the crop and livestock farms located inside that cell, the manure/nitrogen199

production (i.e. from the livestock farms) and the needs in nitrogen (i.e. of the200

crop fields). All types of livestock farms and crop fields have been taken into201

account.202

3.2 Objective Function203

The problem under study is a single-objective problem, with the overall goal of204

optimizing the logistics process of satisfying nutrient needs of crops by means205

of livestock waste. This goal has the following conflicting sub-objectives:206

1. The total nitrogen needs at the crop fields have to be satisfied as much as207

possible.208

3 The Nitrates Directive of the European Commission. http://ec.europa.eu/

environment/water/water-nitrates/index_en.html
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2. The total aggregated travel distance covered from the livestock farms to209

the crop fields, in order to deposit the manure/fertilizer, needs to be as210

short as possible.211

These two sub-objectives can be reformulated as a single one by combining212

them linearly, assuming the following:213

– The price of fuel in Catalonia, Spain is 1.27 Euro per liter4.214

– The fuel consumption of tanks is 0.203 liters per 100 kilometer 5.215

– Based on the price of fuel in Spain, as given above, the transportation cost216

per kilometre is 0.257 Euro.217

– Based on the local monthly average prices for fertilizers in Catalonia6, the218

value of nitrogen is 0.225 Euro per kilogram.219

Based on the aforementioned assumptions, the general objective function220

to be maximized is defined as:221

GO = (NT × 0.225× l)− (TD × 0.257× g) (1)

where NT is the total nitrogen transferred in kilograms, and TD is the222

total distance in kilometres covered to transport manure, from the livestock223

to the crop farms. The parameter l aims to capture the nutrient losses of224

manure during its storage time, i.e. the time when the manure is stored at the225

livestock farm until it is transferred to the crop field. Depending on animal226

type and storage method, nutrient losses vary. We selected a value of l = 0.60,227

which is the average percentage of nitrogen remaining availability in manure228

4 GlobalPetrolPrices. http://es.globalpetrolprices.com/Spain/gasoline_prices/ (for
May 2019)

5 Natural Resources Canada. http://www.nrcan.gc.ca/energy/efficiency/

transportation/cars-light-trucks/buying/16745
6 Ministry of Agriculture of Catalonia. http://agricultura.gencat.cat/ca/

departament/dar_estadistiques_observatoris (ammonium sulphate in May 2019)
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according to the animal census of Catalonia, at an expected storage time of229

up to three months as solid or liquid manure (Rotz, 2004).230

Further, the parameter g is a corrective factor aiming to approximate real-231

world distances, considering that our calculations are based on Manhattan232

distances between the livestock and the crop farms. The parameter g weights233

the calculated Manhattan distance by a factor of g = 1.30, a value which234

has been found to be appropriate for approximating real-world distances in235

semi-rural landscapes (Wenzel and Peter, 2017).236

The objective GO is assumed to be in Euro, as it represents a simplified237

cost/benefit relationship of the manure transfer problem, i.e. benefit of selling238

nitrogen to the crop fields and cost of transport needed in order to transfer the239

nitrogen. The overall goal is to maximize GO, whose value can be translated to240

gains or losses of each solution of the problem. GO can take also negative val-241

ues, which means that some solution would have produced a loss. In this case,242

the transaction is not executed, since it is not rewarding. For every possible243

transaction, there is a minimum amount of nitrogen which yields a positive244

value of the objective function GO (see Table 1). The simulator compares245

this minimum amount to the available amount for the transfer and rejects the246

transfer in case the available content is less than the minimum amount. Thus,247

for all three methods (COA, AIA and NBS), a transfer is allowed only if the248

objective GO gives a positive value, based on the current amount of nitrogen249

and the estimated travel distance, which defines the minimum amount of ni-250

trogen required. Practically, at larger distances, it might not be beneficial to251

transport manure due to high transportation costs. For example, for a distance252

of 20 kilometres, there has to be a transfer of at least 51 kilograms of nitrogen253

for the transfer to be rewarding.254

Moreover, there is a hard constraint set by the Ministry of Agriculture,255

demanding that the maximum distance travelled for manure deposit is 50 kilo-256
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metres. The reasoning behind this is that otherwise the travel time required for257

the transfer would have become significant and should have somehow become258

included in the calculations. Finally, the Ministry asked to try to maintain the259

average travel distance and standard deviation from every livestock farm to the260

crop fields as small as possible, i.e. to keep the proposed solution well-balanced261

and fair for all livestock farms.262

3.3 Centralized Optimal Algorithm263

A centralized optimal approach has been developed based on the following al-264

gorithm, which generalized and adapted the well-known Dijkstra’s algorithm265

for finding shortest paths (Cherkassky et al., 1996; Dijkstra et al., 1959), to-266

gether with the use of origin-destination (OD) cost matrices as used in the267

travelling salesman problem for choosing best routes (Lin and Kernighan,268

1973).269

Fig. 3 Concept of the COA algorithm illustrated.

Each livestock farm aims to maximize a local GO, which is the objective270

function applied only to this farm. In case of conflicts with other livestock271
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farms for common use of resources, the solution that maximizes the global272

GO, as defined in Section 1, wins.273

The concept of the algorithm in the context of the problem under study is274

illustrated in Figure 3. Let’s assume that the ”travelling salesman” is the live-275

stock farm at the red circle. This farm builds its own OD cost matrix, based on276

the possible values of the local objective function GO, applied at each nearby277

grid cell, up to a Manhattan distance of 50. For reasons of simplicity, Figure278

3 shows the matrix up to a Manhattan distance of 4. We may observe that,279

generally, grid cells in larger distances have smaller rewards. However, some280

crop fields located far away might have larger demands in nitrogen, which gives281

larger values to the local GO. It is also possible that crop fields located near282

competing livestock farms might have reduced demands in nitrogen, as they283

might have already received nitrogen/fertilizer from these competing farms.284

After the livestock farm at the red circle builds its OD matrix, then it uses the285

Dijkstra’s algorithm for finding the path that maximizes the local GO. In the286

example of Figure 3, this is the path shown by the yellow circles and arrows,287

which gives a value of GO = 33. In case of a conflict with another livestock288

farm (i.e. the two farms share the same grid cell in their paths), the solution289

maximizing the global objective GO would be considered.290

In detail, the algorithm works as follows:291

1. Every livestock farm makes a complete plan, having visibility of the whole292

grid in regards to where to transfer manure/nitrogen. The most reward-293

ing paths from the source (i.e. initial position) to all other cells in the294

grid where crop farms are located, up to a maximum distance of 50 kilo-295

metres are calculated, producing an origin-destination cost matrix. The296

cost or reward of every path is calculated based on the objective function297
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GO, considering both the actual transportation distances, and the possible298

transfer of nitrogen.299

2. Similar to a travelling salesman problem, the possible routes passing from300

more than one candidate crop farm (i.e. till availability of manure gets301

satisfied or the hard constrained of 50 kilometres is reached) are added to302

the origin-destination cost matrix. The goal is to maximize local GO, as it303

applies to the current livestock farm. The selected travel plan involves all304

the cells that must be visited, starting from the nearest one, which has the305

highest local GO.306

3. If a conflict appears between the selected travel plans of two livestock farms307

(i.e. at cell (x, y), where some crop farm is located), the livestock farm308

involved at the solution that maximizes the global GO wins the conflict.309

Apparently, if the need of manure/nitrogen at this cell (x, y) is higher than310

the combined availability of nitrogen by the two livestock farms, then no311

conflict occurs.312

4. If the conflict still exists, the livestock farm which has failed in the conflict313

needs to recalculate a plan that maximizes its local GO, this time with-314

out considering the cell (x, y) or considering only the remaining need of315

manure/nitrogen at the crop farm(s) at this cell (i.e. assuming that the316

livestock farm winning the conflict will deposit its nitrogen there).317

5. Steps 1-4 continue iteratively till there is a global consensus, i.e. no live-318

stock farm can find a better plan to transfer its manure. At the time of319

a consensus, both the global GO and the individual objective functions320

for each livestock farm (local GOs) have been maximized and cannot be321

further improved. Any more efforts for conflict resolution do not yield a322

higher global GO.323
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Summing up, the COA solves the problem by the classic Dijkstra’s algo-324

rithm Dijkstra et al. (1959), considering a shortest-path problem on an undi-325

rected, non-negative, weighted graph. To use the algorithm within the context326

of the problem under study, the algorithm has been modified to respect the327

necessary configurations and constraints, i.e. by modelling the weights of the328

graph to represent both transport distances and crop farms’ nitrogen needs,329

combined using the linear function GO. All combinations of visits to nearby330

farms within 50 kilometres are added to an origin-destination cost matrix,331

where the most profitable route in terms of maximizing GO is selected. In332

contrary to the typical travelling salesman problem, here the possible stop lo-333

cations vary depending on which combinations of candidate crop farms maxi-334

mize GO.335

3.4 Ant-Inspired Algorithm336

In general, the synergistic pheromone laying behaviour of ants when discov-337

ering food sources is used as a form of indirect communication, in order to338

influence the movement of other ants (Bonabeau et al., 1999; Garnier et al.,339

2007). Pheromone laying was modelled (among others) in the Ant System340

(Dorigo et al., 1996; Dorigo and Gambardella, 1997), a probabilistic popu-341

lation technique for combinatorial optimization problems where the search342

space can be represented by a graph. The technique exploits the behaviour of343

ants following links on the graph, constructing paths between their colony and344

sources of food, to incrementally discover optimal paths, which would form345

the solution.346

In the particular context of the manure transport problem, the foraging347

behaviour of ants has been adapted to the problem under study. Each ant348

(i.e. livestock farm) selects its next position from its current grid position349
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successively and pseudo-randomly, where the probability of next move depends350

on the pheromone amounts at the neighbouring grid cells. At each iteration351

of the algorithm, each ant is allowed to move at a Manhattan distance of352

maximum one neighbouring grid cell. Each ant examines the availability of353

nitrogen needs by crop fields in its neighbourhood, and drops pheromone at354

its current grid cell, proportional to the local needs in nitrogen in order to355

inform other ants of the demand in manure at nearby crop fields.356

In detail, the modelling of the problem according to ant foraging is as357

follows:358

1. Every livestock farm simulates an ant.359

2. Every crop field is considered as a potential source of food, analogous to its360

needs in nitrogen. At the beginning, the pheromone amount at each grid361

cell is initialized proportionally to the initial needs in nitrogen by the crop362

fields physically located inside the grid cell.363

3. Pheromone at each grid cell is updated by pheromone deposits. Ants per-364

form local pheromone updates to the grid cell where they are currently365

located while moving around, proportional to the amount of food available366

(i.e. nitrogen needs) in their grid-based neighbourhood of Manhattan dis-367

tance (i.e. radius) n. The pheromone value at each grid cell increases when368

one or more ants reside at the cell at some point, depositing pheromone,369

but also evaporates with time.370

4. Each ant chooses the next link of its path based on information provided371

by other ants, in the form of pheromone deposits at every grid cell.372

5. Whenever an ant discovers a crop field with nitrogen needs at its current373

position (i.e. some grid cell), a transfer of nitrogen is performed from the374

livestock farm represented by the ant, to the crop field located at that grid375

cell. In this case, the need for nitrogen at that particular grid cell is reduced376
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accordingly. The manure transaction is recorded by the system as part of377

the final solution.378

6. If the ant still carries some manure/nitrogen, then it continues to move in379

the grid up to a maximum Manhattan cell-distance of m = 50 km from its380

initial position.381

7. Steps 3-6 continue iteratively till there is a global consensus, i.e. no live-382

stock farm can find a better plan to transfer its manure. At the time of a383

consensus, the objective function GO has been maximized and cannot be384

further improved.385

The amount of pheromone laid by each ant is calculated based on the386

amount of existing nitrogen needs at each neighbouring cell within radius n.387

The biological interpretation of n is that it is the distance over which some ant388

can sniff pheromone content released by other ants. The Manhattan distance389

calculated is used to penalize neighbours at larger distances, reducing their390

contribution to the pheromone deposits. The amount of pheromone τxy, laid391

by each ant located at grid cell (x, y) at every iteration t of the algorithm, is392

calculated using:393

τxy(t) = τxy(t− 1) +

x+n∑
i=x−n

y+n∑
j=y−n

NNij ×
1

dijxy
(2)

where τxy(t− 1) is the previous concentration of pheromone at grid cell (x, y),394

NNij represents the food (i.e. needs in nitrogen of the crop field in kilograms)395

located at grid cell (i, j), and dijxy is the Manhattan distance between the396

ant (i.e. livestock farm) and the food (i.e. crop field). The parameter n defines397

which neighbours at the grid structure would be involved in the calculations398

of pheromone (i.e. neighbours up to n-cell distance).399
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The probability pkl of an ant to move from grid cell (x, y) to (k, l), is400

calculated as:401

pkl =
τkl∑x+1

i=x−1

∑y+1
j=y−1 τij

(3)

Note that paths with a higher pheromone concentration have higher prob-402

ability of selection.403

At each iteration t of the algorithm, the pheromone concentration τxy(t)404

at every grid cell (x, y) decays/evaporates to promote exploration:405

τxy(t) = (1− %)× τxy(t− 1) (4)

where % is the percentage of pheromone evaporation.406

3.5 Neighbour-Based Search407

For comparison reasons, the method currently used in the Catalonian context408

was implemented (Teira-Esmatges et al., 1999; Flotats et al., 2009). What409

happens today is that each livestock farmer acts selfishly, trying to find the410

most appropriate crop field(s) based on the objective GO (see Section 3.2) to411

deposit the produced animal manure.412

In our implementation, we refer to this method as neighbour-based search413

(NBS). In reality, the outcome is not optimal, because some farmers might not414

make the most optimal and rational choice. However, we have implemented415

the NBS method assuming the most optimized outcome, as if all farmers made416

the best possible choice.417

The NBS method is described as follows:418

1. First, for some cell (x, y), try to transfer nitrogen from the livestock farm419

to the crop fields located at this same cell (i.e. Manhattan distance 0). Do420

this for all the livestock farms/grid cells.421
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2. Then, if availability of nitrogen still exists, try to transfer nitrogen from422

the cell (x, y) to the crop fields located at the nearby grid cells [x±1, y±1]423

(i.e. Manhattan distance 1). Perform this 1-distance calculation for all the424

livestock farms.425

3. If the livestock farm cannot find suitable crop farms in the neighbouring426

cells of Manhattan distance 1, then continue this procedure for grid cells427

located at increasing distance k each time from cell (x, y). At each step k,428

do this k-distance calculation for all livestock farms, before moving to a429

distance k + 1 (for reasons of fairness).430

4. If some suitable crop farm has been found at distance k, then perform the431

transfer of nitrogen, setting the new position of the livestock farm as the432

one at the grid cell of distance k, where the transfer happened. Then, move433

to Step 2.434

5. If no suitable crop farm has been found at distance k, then Steps 3-4 are435

repeated until either a new crop farm has been found at distance k + n or436

the availability of nitrogen is completely satisfied, or a maximum distance437

of m = 50 (i.e. grid cells distance) has been reached.438

6. Steps 2-5 are repeated for all livestock farms.439

4 Empirical Analysis440

This section first explains the reasoning towards the tuning of the control441

parameters of the AIA. Then, it presents and compares the findings obtained442

by solving the problem of manure transport optimization, using the three443

methods described in Sections 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5.444
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4.1 AIA Control Parameter Tuning445

The ant-inspired algorithm introduces the control parameters n and %. Addi-446

tionally, two more parameters involved in our model are the maximum cell-447

distance m and the maximum number of iterations. The former refers to the448

maximum Manhattan distance between livestock and crop farms, where nitro-449

gen transfer could be allowed, while the latter defines the maximum number450

of iterations until the algorithm stops. The algorithm could stop earlier if no451

more transfers occur, i.e. all needs are satisfied or no more manure is available.452

All parameters involved in the AIA algorithm are listed in Table 1.453

Table 1 Control parameters for the AIA algorithm.

Parameter
Name

Description Value(s)

Pheromone
evaporation, %

The decay of pheromone deposited
by the ants, at each iteration of the
algorithm.

0-100%

Neighbourhood
radius, n

The maximum Manhattan distance,
at which neighbouring cells will con-
tribute in calculating pheromone
that would be released by the ant.
All the cells up to a cell distance n
participate in the calculations.

1-50 grid cells
(values up to
65 have been
allowed only for
testing purposes)

Minimum nitro-
gen

The minimum amount of nitrogen
in kilograms for a transfer to occur,
yielding a positive value of the ob-
jective GO.

1-150 Kilos,
depending on
the Manhattan
distance between
farms.

Maximum cell-
distance, m

The maximum Manhattan distance
over which transport of animal ma-
nure/nitrogen is allowed.

50 grid cells
(values up to
60 have been
allowed only for
testing purposes)

Maximum itera-
tions

The maximum number of iterations
of the AIA algorithm.

3,000
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From the parameters listed in Table 1, the ones whose value needs to be454

defined are the neighbourhood distance n and the pheromone evaporation455

coefficient %. The former takes values in the range [0, 65], ignoring here for456

reasons of comparison the hard constraint of 50 kilometres, while the latter457

takes values in the range [0, 100].458

Figure 4 depicts the different values of the objective GO, at different values459

of distance n and percentages of %. Note that, because the AIA algorithm is460

stochastic, the results presented below have been averaged over 10 indepen-461

dent runs of the algorithm, with different value pairs of control parameters.462

The maximum value was recorded for each value pair. Differences between463

experiments with the same value pairs were very small.464

Based on the results presented in Figure 4, a value of pheromone evapora-465

tion % = 85% and a neighbourhood radius n = 50 cells-distance were selected.466

These parameter values provided a value of GO = 6, 718.069. We note that467

values of n larger than the hard constraint of 50 kilometres did not improve468

GO, and have been included for comparisons. We also note that values of469

% ∈ [85, 95] and n ∈ [50, 65] resulted in very small differences in the GO value.470

4.2 Comparison of COA, AIA and NBS471

Figure 5 illustrates the total nitrogen transported from livestock to crop farms,472

for different grid cell Manhattan distances. COA performs slightly better than473

AIA, managing to achieve a transfer of 55.3 K-tons of nitrogen (47.4% from474

total availability), in comparison to 51,1 K-tons (43.8% from total availability)475

for the AIA. NBS transfers less nitrogen than both COA and AIA (47.8 K-476

tons, 40.9% from total availability). Hence, in terms of nitrogen transfer, the477

COA algorithm is 1.08 times more efficient than the AIA algorithm. At the478

same time, the AIA is 1.07 times more efficient than the NBS.479
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Fig. 4 Impact of pheromone evaporation % and neighbourhood radius n on the objective
GO.

Fig. 5 A comparison between COA, AIA and NBS for the total nitrogen (in kilos) trans-
ferred from livestock to crop farms at different Manhattan distances.

For all the three approaches, most of the nitrogen transfer happens up to480

a Manhattan distance of 20 grid cells, after which nitrogen transfer becomes481

quite low. COA and AIA have larger quantities transferred at lower Manhattan482

distances (i..e up to 30 grid cells), in comparison to NBS.483
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Figure 6 presents the transportation distance covered between livestock484

and crop farms for every successful transfer of nitrogen, i.e. at each different485

Manhattan distance recorded for each transfer that took place, for all the three486

algorithms. NBS is the least efficient, with a linear increase of transportation487

distance at larger distances between livestock and crop farms. The COA re-488

quires 27% less distance to be covered than the AIA, while the AIA needs 57%489

less distance than the NBS. Thus, AIA outperforms NBS while COA is more490

efficient than AIA.491

Fig. 6 Total transportation distance covered between livestock and crop farms, using COA,
AIA and NBS at different Manhattan distances.

The total transactions of animal manure performed at different Manhattan492

distances are presented in Figure 7. The reader can understand the graph in the493

following way: when there are x transactions for some Manhattan distance y,494

this means that the total transactions that occurred during the simulation, in495

which the livestock farm involved was located at a Manhattan distance y from496

the crop field involved, were x. COA is the most efficient one, performing less497

transactions while transferring more manure. AIA performs more transactions498
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than COA in almost all different Manhattan distances, especially 3-8, 27-499

37 and 41-50. AIA is still much more efficient than NBS. Due to the selfish500

and competitive behaviour of the livestock farmers at the NBS case, there501

exist numerous transactions of smaller amounts of animal manure, which cause502

transactions to increase with distance, especially till a Manhattan distance of503

23.504

Fig. 7 Total transactions of animal manure between livestock and crop farms, using COA,
AIA and NBS at different Manhattan distances.

A counter-productive example of the operation of NBS is illustrated in505

Figure 8. In this example, a livestock farmer physically located at position506

(1) moves nearby east to transfer some manure to position (2), where a crop507

field is located, knowing that the rest of its available manure would then be508

placed at position (3). However, at the next iteration of the algorithm, the509

need for nitrogen at position (3) becomes satisfied by another rival livestock510

farmer. Thus, the farmer has to move west from his/her farm’s initial position511

at the next step of the algorithm (i.e. position (4)) in order to deposit the512

remaining manure/nitrogen. This behaviour increases the overall transporta-513

tion distance that needs to be covered by the farmer, as indicated in Figure514
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6. The probability of such scenarios is small for the AIA, due to the use of515

pheromones that coordinate in a more well-balanced way the movement of516

ants along the Catalonian grid. This probability is zero for COA, because the517

livestock farms select their strategy a-priori, having complete information of518

the grid, i.e. based on the distance constraint of 50 kilometres.519

Fig. 8 An example of not productive behaviour of the NBS method.

Table 2 summarizes the results of the experiments, including the calcula-520

tions of the objective GO. GO shows that the AIA method is 1.115 times more521

gainful than the NBS one, however it is 8.5% less efficient than the COA. The522

last two rows of the table denote the average total Manhattan distance that523

needs to be travelled by each livestock farmer and the standard deviation, in524

order to perform transfer(s) of animal manure. This average distance is 62525

for the COA (with std. deviation of 32), 57 for the AIA method (with std.526

deviation of 25) and 112 for the NBS (with std. deviation of 78). This relates527

to the requirement stated in Section 3.2, i.e. the proposed solution must be528

well-balanced and fair for all livestock farms. The results show that the AIA529

method is the most well-balanced in terms of transport distance travelled,530

followed by COA.531
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Table 2 Summarized values of the experiments performed using COA, AIA and NBS.

Objective COA AIA NBS

Nitrogen transferred (K-tons) 55.385 51.124 47.786
Transportation (Manhattan dis-
tance)

402.379 549.829 1.276.371

Objective GO (Euro) 7,342.535 6,718.069 6,024.735
Average transportation distance of
each livestock farm (Manhattan dis-
tance)

62 57 112

Standard deviation of the average
transportation distance of each live-
stock farm (Manhattan distance)

32 25 78

Running time (minutes) 34 38 31

5 Discussion532

The results indicate that COA is the most efficient solution, outperforming533

AIA by 8.5% in reference to a linear objective function GO. This makes sense534

because COA has complete information of the problem, giving an optimal535

solution. However, AIA can be employed to solve the animal manure trans-536

port problem in a slightly fairer manner, in terms of balanced transportation537

distances covered by the livestock farmers. Both COA and AIA solve the prob-538

lem by reducing effectively the overall transportation distance that needs to be539

covered from the livestock farms to the crop farm fields, keeping the nitrogen540

transfer at high percentages.541

COA belongs to the class of network flow problems approximated by linear542

integer programming (ILP). COA runs on a simulator developed by the au-543

thors, choosing an adapted generalization of Dijkstra’s algorithm for shortest544

paths, plus the use of origin-destination cost matrices for choosing optimal545

paths, as used in the travelling salesman problem. The development of a sim-546

ulator from scratch was decided because of the scale, conditions, objectives547

and constraints of the problem under study, which made the use of popular548
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ILP solvers (e.g. CPLEX, GLPK, Gurobi) difficult. Besides, the fact that more549

constraints are expected to be added in the future (see future work in Section550

5.2 below), influenced the decision to develop a new simulator, for reasons of551

flexibility and more freedom during future work performed.552

The last row of Table 2 shows the running time of each algorithm in min-553

utes, on a laptop machine (2,8 GHz Intel Core i7, 6 GB 2133 MHz LPDDR3554

RAM). All three algorithms have similar running times, with AIA being the555

slowest (38 minutes) due to the continuous movement of the ants in the Catalo-556

nian virtual grid, till they find a solution or till the constraint of 50 kilometres557

has been reached. COA has also a considerable running time (34 minutes) be-558

cause each livestock farm needs to calculate shortest paths to all nearby farms559

in the radius of 50 kilometres, as well as an origin-destination cost matrix560

with all possible options. This matrix needs to be created only once, unless561

conflicts appear (see Section 3.3), in which case some re-calculations need to562

take place for the livestock farm that has lost the conflict. Due to the fact563

that not many conflicts have appeared (i.e. less than 400), COA was not much564

computationally intensive in the context of the Catalonian area.565

The findings indicated that a cut-off Manhattan distance of 50 was the566

most appropriate one for the case of Catalonia. This cut-off distance is larger567

than the 30-kilometre cut-off distance selected by (Basnet et al., 2001) for568

dairy manure application for the case of Louisiana, USA. A reason for this569

could be differences in the concentration and topology of the farming industry570

at the two areas.571

Figure 9 illustrates how the application of COA in the area of Catalonia572

affects availability (i.e. green colour) and needs (i.e. orange colour) of ma-573

nure/nitrogen. We can observe that the algorithm creates separate regions of574

green- and orange-coloured spots (i.e. livestock and crop farms respectively).575

The distance between spots of different colour is either larger than 50 kilome-576
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Fig. 9 The map of Catalonia after the COA has been applied, showing remaining needs in
manure (orange color) and remaining availability of manure (green color). The color intensity
indicates different needs or availability of manure. For example, darker colours of green and
orange correspond to larger availability or needs of manure at some farm. Please note that
this map depicts only manure availability and needs of farms after the application of COA.
This means that livestock farms whose manure availability is zero and/or crop farms whose
needs in manure as fertilizer are zero, do not appear on the map.

tres, or there is not enough manure available for the transaction to be gainful,577

i.e. give positive values to the GO function. Note that darker colours of green578

and orange correspond to larger availability/needs of manure at some farm579

respectively. Figure 9 is another indication that COA solves the problem ef-580

fectively. A very similar map was produced for the AIA case (although it was581

8.5% less efficient).582

As mentioned before, AIA constitutes an important contribution of this583

paper, due to its decentralized nature. AIA has potential as an efficient op-584

timization tool in similar problems of a distributed, geospatial nature, and585

it could well support a dynamic, real-world scenario where supplies in ma-586

nure and demand in manure/nitrogen could change continuously. This sce-587
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nario could be feasible provided that the livestock and crop farmers would be588

willing to share information about their animals and their manure and crops589

respectively. In this case, the AIA algorithm should have been re-designed with590

faster pheromone evaporations. It is subject of future work.591

Moreover, we note that this study constitutes only a demonstration that592

COA and AIA could be employed for addressing this important problem. A593

complete Life-Cycle Analysis (LCA) (Curran, 2008), together with Life-Cycle594

Costing (LCC) (Swarr et al., 2011), would consider a more comprehensive cov-595

erage of the problem. For example, the profits gained by the algorithms, as596

summarized in Table 2, would be re-considered, taking into account the extra597

costs needed to maintain the vehicles used for the transfers, i.e. to compen-598

sate for the extra kilometres, as well as the extra time wasted by the livestock599

farmers or the personnel in charge of realizing the transfers of animal ma-600

nure. Especially for NBS, having more than triple transport needs than COA601

as well as double more needs than AIA, this extra cost should be considered602

as high under a complete LCA. LCA/LCC could focus on environmental pa-603

rameters too, incorporating actual costs and comparisons with alternatives.604

There are environmental consequences by moving large volumes of manure via605

transportation, not examined in this paper.606

Through this study, we observed that there are considerable differences607

between larger and smaller livestock farms in terms of the production of animal608

manure and their overall environmental impact. It would be interesting to609

compare or enhance our simulator with a hybrid approach/scenario, where610

larger farms employ local or neighbouring manure processing units and smaller611

ones participate at this animal manure transfer scheme.612

Finally, it is important to comment that most countries around the world613

have national policies related to manure management (Teenstra et al., 2014).614

However, these policies have inconsistencies or they are not well regulated in615
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many countries, especially developing ones (Vu et al., 2007). Achieving reduc-616

tions of GHG emissions and meeting renewable energy targets, or lowering the617

energy costs at farm level are key drivers of manure-related policies, which618

differ at each country between storage, treatment, digestion, discharge and619

application (Oenema et al., 2007). A general observation is that manure is not620

optimally used by farmers generally around the world, especially developing621

countries (Teenstra et al., 2014; Vu et al., 2007; Oenema et al., 2007). Our work622

aims to contribute to the efforts towards an effective solution to the problem,623

via application of manure as fertilizer to crop farms, giving insights over the624

implications of the problem and of its potential solutions.625

5.1 Assumptions and Limitations626

The work in this paper has addressed all the assumptions made in related627

work (see Section 2), being more detailed and complete. Moreover, the AIA628

solution is completely decentralized, and could be extended for a dynamic629

scenario (i.e. future work). However, both the related work and this paper630

made some additional assumptions, not taking into account the following:631

– Variation in availability of manure in different periods of the year.632

– Possibility of larger quantity of manure than the vehicle’s capacity to carry,633

where multiple routes would be needed for the transfer.634

– Varying crop demands in manure at different seasons.635

– Used a simplified objective function to optimize, based on a general esti-636

mation of nitrogen value and transport cost (i.e. cost of fuel). Aspects of637

vehicles’ purchase, maintenance and depreciation costs, labour costs etc.,638

have not been considered.639
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– Manure could undergo some concentration treatment (e.g. dry cleaning)640

(Teira-Esmatges and Flotats, 2003) in order to reduce the volume trans-641

ported.642

– Phosphorous, another fundamental crop nutrient present in manure, has643

not been considered.644

An additional important assumption was the modelling via grid cells and645

Manhattan distances instead of actual, real-world distances. This assumption646

was considered due to the overall computational complexity of the problem.647

We tried to mitigate this issue by approximating real-world distances using the648

corrective factor g in the objective function (see Section 3.2), but this is only649

a simplified approximation. The factors of faster vs quicker routes, quality of650

the roads, obstacles such as mountains and city centres requiring additional651

kilometers to travel, slope of each route, traffic in rush hours, speed limit652

in different roads, constraints in the routes that trucks are allowed to take,653

etc. have not been taken into account. Transportation distance relates also654

to time waste, which has also not been considered. These, together with the655

assumptions mentioned before, are important aspects of future work, which is656

discussed below.657

5.2 Future Work658

Future work will continue to explore the application of the COA and the AIA659

to this problem, addressing the assumptions made in this paper. More realistic660

transportation distances and travel times among farms for manure transport661

would be considered, as well as dynamic changes in production and need for662

nitrogen. This will include the possibility of various routes during the year to663

transfer manure, calculating more precisely the seasonal effect on the nitrogen664

content available in the manure which is being reduced through time. Also, the665
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seasonal differences of various crops will be studied, which might make some666

crop fields unavailable for manure application at some periods of the year.667

Moreover, the costs of the trucks involved in the transport (i.e. purchase,668

maintenance, depreciation, etc.) will be considered in the objective function,669

although this is complicated topic due to the possible subsidies that might be670

provided by the government in order to implement such a manure transport671

scheme. Finally, we plan to investigate the use of local or neighbouring ma-672

nure processing units in selected livestock farms. The complete environmental673

consequences of the problem under study would be considered too, including674

the pollution produced by the transportation of manure between farms.675

6 Conclusion676

This paper addressed the problem of the surplus of animal manure from live-677

stock agriculture, which creates important environmental problems. The paper678

investigated and suggested a sustainable approach based on nutrient redistri-679

bution, where manure was transported as fertilizer from livestock farms to crop680

fields. Two approaches have been developed: a centralized approach (COA)681

based on an adapted version of Dijkstra’s algorithm for finding shortest paths;682

as well as a decentralized one inspired by ant foraging behaviour (AIA). AIA683

addressed the problem by modelling livestock farms as ants and crop fields as684

sources of food for the ants.685

A comparison between the (centralized) COA approach and the cooperative686

and decentralized AIA algorithm showed that the COA was 8.5% more effi-687

cient, based on a single-objective function. Both COA and AIA outperformed688

significantly a (individualist) Neighbour-Based Search (NBS) approach, which689

resembles the existing practice used today for transport of manure in the re-690

gion of Catalonia, Spain. The AIA approach was fairer for the farmers and691
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more balanced in terms of average transportation distances that need to be692

covered by each livestock farmer to transport manure.693

Our work constitutes a new application of ant-inspired algorithms to an694

interesting real-world problem, in a domain where swarm intelligence methods695

are still under-exploited.696
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